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ABSTRACT
This poster focuses on application performance under HPX.
Developed world-wide, HPX is emerging as a critical new
programming model combined with a runtime system that
uses an asynchronous style to escape the traditional static
communicating sequential processes execution model, namely
MPI, with a fully dynamic and adaptive model exploiting
the capabilities of future generation performance-oriented
runtime systems and hardware architecture enhancements.
We focus on comparing application performance on stan-
dard supercomputers such as a Cray XC30 to implementa-
tions on next generation testbeds. We also describe perfor-
mance adaptation techniques and legacy application migra-
tion schemes. We discuss which applications benefit sub-
stantially from the asynchronous formulations, and which,
because of communication patterns and inherent synchro-
nization points, and other details will require rewriting for
newer architectures. Most of our applications show improve-
ment in their new implementations, and improved perfor-
mance on the next generation hardware is even more pro-
nounced.

1. EXTENDED ABSTRACT (800 WORDS)
Exascale programming models and runtime systems are at a
critical juncture in development as standard methods based
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on message passing and primarily homogeneous parallel ar-
chitectures become less efficient. Recent experience by a
number of groups has shown that systems based on light-
weight tasks and data dependence are a good method for
extracting parallelism and achieving performance. HPX is
emerging as an important new path towards achieving ex-
ascale. HPX is developed worldwide and has growing sup-
port from funding agencies such as the XPRESS project
through the United States Department of Energy, the Na-
tional Science Foundation, the Bavarian Research Founda-
tion, and the European Horizon 2020 Programme. In this
poster we present application performance of HPX codes on
very recent architectures including the current and proto-
typical next-generation Cray-Intel machines, and compare
these results to more standard MPI+OpenMP implementa-
tions.

We focus our results on two platforms, NERSC’s Edison ma-
chine (Cray XC-30), and Babbage (Intel Knights Corner or
KNC) testbed. We choose these systems to show how results
on Edison compare to the upcoming Intel Kinghts Landing
(KNL) which will more closely resemble the KNC in terms of
number of shared memory cores, yet will not treat the KNL
as accelerators attached to a more standard processor. See
e.g., Figs. 1 and 2. The application suite of codes is a com-
bination of miniapps and benchmark codes from a variety of
application areas. In particular, we are studying GTC, PIC-
SAR, Mini-ghost, N-Body Code, Mini-Tri, CMA, LULESH,
and various kernels, such as matrix transpose and fast multi-
pole algorithms. For example the work with LULESH proxy
application illustrates a many-tasking implementation, in-
cluding oversubscription, asynchrony management seman-
tics, and active messages [4]. The HPX runtime system is a
modular, feature-complete, and performance-oriented repre-
sentation of the ParalleX execution model (see Figure 3) tar-
geted to parallel computing architectures [2]. The ParalleX
execution model itself is motivated to address the sources



of performance and scaling degradation highlighted by the
SLOWER performance model [5]. As an alternative to
MPI, HPX incorporates routines to manage lightweight user-
threads in addition to providing an Active Global Address
Space (AGAS). One example usage of AGAS is in collision
detection [1]. Most of the applications already have an MPI
+ OpenMP implementation allowing comparison between
different programing models. We have been profiling the
codes and understand what problems cause scalability limi-
tations in the OpenMP versions. The HPX versions usually
scale much better (up to factor 2 compared to OpenMP, up
to factor of 1.3 compared to MPI/OpenMP) as HPX allows
us to mitigate some of the shortcomings of OpenMP/MPI.
We note that a runtime system such as HPX starts when
the application starts, and completes when the application
finishes. It is distinctly different from an operating system,
and can fully support machine usage at large HPC centers,
where a variety of different application codes and potentially
different runtimes execute in a time-sharing environment.

There are two implementations of the ParalleX execution
model. One HPX implementation, known as HPX-3, ex-
tends the C++11/14 standard to facilitate distributed op-
erations, enable fine-grained constraint based parallelism,
and support runtime adaptive resource management. It ad-
ditionally integrates OpenCL (necessary for using GPUs)
within its execution through HPXCL. A second HPX im-
plementation, known as HPX-5, is C-language based and is
tightly integrated with the fast-messaging library photon as
opposed to using MPI as a network layer.

Exascale systems require a new approach to performance
observation, analysis and runtime decision making in order
to optimize for performance and efficiency. The standard
model of multiple operating system processes and threads
observing themselves in a first-person manner while writ-
ing out performance profiles or traces for offline analysis
does not adequately capture the highly concurrent and dy-
namic behavior of HPX, nor provide opportunities for run-
time adaptation. Our approach, called APEX (Autonomic
Performance Environment for eXascale) [3] includes meth-
ods for information sharing between the layers of the soft-
ware stack, from the hardware through operating and run-
time systems, all the way to domain specific or legacy ap-
plications. Critically, APEX provides a mechanism for run-
time adaptation called the Policy Engine, whereby events or
periodic checks can trigger algorithmic changes, resource re-
allocation or scheduling changes when policy conditions are
met. (see Figure 4) Finally, we discuss our efforts in running
OpenMP on top of HPX as shown in Figure 5. We discuss
both of these in the context of our chosen application suite.

In summary, we report application performance with HPX,
as a demonstration of a new programming model approach
to advance us towards exascale computing. We explore how
replacing the static communicating sequential processes ex-
ecution model, namely MPI, with a fully dynamic and adap-
tive model exploits the capabilities of future generation per-
formance oriented runtime systems and hardware architec-
ture enhancements.
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Example 1: Matrix Transpose
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Example 1: Matrix Transpose
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Babbage 

Figure 1: Comparison of various programing models on the NERSC Edison machine on left and on the Xeon
Phi Babbage machine on right. The improved performance on Babbage bodes well for exascale challenges.
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Figure 2: Top left: HPX-5 weak-scaling LULESH performance on 256 core cluster. Top right: HPX-5 weak
scaling LULESH performance on Edison up to 14000 cores. ISIR and PWC are HPX-5 network back-ends.
Lower values are better and we demonstrate developing 10k+ core scaling. Bottom: Weak scaling results for
Mini-Ghost.
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Figure 3: Diagram of the ParallelX Execution Model shown is shown on the right with key features listed on
the left.


